
 

IM/Tribal Agency Replacement FoodShare Process 
 

If IM/Tribal agencies receive a request for replacement benefits from a member who only received 

Summer EBT benefits and does not also receive FoodShare, workers must: 

1. Advise the member that they must contact the S-EBT Team to report their loss and provide them 

with the S-EBT Team contact information. 

a. Phone: 833-431-2224  

b. Email dhssebtsupport@wi.gov.  

2. Let the member know that form F-00330 will be requested by the S-EBT Team and that the 

member can find this form on the DHS website, dhs.wisconsin.gov.  

When an agency receives a request for replacement benefits for a household that receives FoodShare 

benefits, including cases that receive both FoodShare and Summer EBT benefits, workers must follow 

the process below. 

Households may report a loss for one of the following reasons: 

• FoodShare benefits were stolen from their account through third party theft, or 

• Food purchased with their EBT card was destroyed due to household misfortune or a natural 

disaster. 

 

1. Was the reported loss due to third party theft? 

a. If yes, workers must advise members they may access the Replacement Request for 

Stolen FoodShare Benefits form (F-03193) online and email it to Office of the Inspector 

General at DHSOIGAdmin@dhs.wisconsin.gov. If this is not possible, workers must 

provide members with assistance in contacting OIG and/or completing the form. 

b. If no (and the reported loss was due to household misfortune or natural disaster), go to 

Step 2. 

 

 

2. Did the household report the loss either verbally or in writing within 10 days of the loss occurring? 

(Note: If a member turns in a completed form F-00330 as their way of reporting the loss in writing, 

a separate verbal report is not required) 

a. If yes, go to step 3. 

b. If no, stop. The household is not eligible for replacement FoodShare. Workers must send 

a Notice of Denial (F-16001) to explain the reason for the denial. 

i. Workers must check if the household received Summer EBT between June 22 

of the current year and the date of the loss. “Checking for Summer EBT 

Issuance”. 

ii. If household received Summer EBT between June 22 of the current year and 

the date of the loss, workers must refer the case to the S-EBT Team using the 

process outlined in “Referral to S-EBT Team”.  

 

3. Was the household eligible for FoodShare in the month of the misfortune/natural disaster or the 

month prior to the misfortune/natural disaster? 

a. If yes, go to step 4. 

b. If no, stop. The household is not eligible for replacement FoodShare. Workers must send 

a Notice of Denial (F-16001) to explain the reason for the denial. 

mailto:dhssebtsupport@wi.gov
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/forms/f03193.pdf
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/forms/f03193.pdf
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https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/library/F-16001.htm


 

i. Workers must check if the household received Summer EBT between June 22 

of the current year and the date of the loss. “Checking for Summer EBT 

Issuance”. 

ii. If household received Summer EBT between June 22 of the current year and 

the date of the loss, workers must refer the case to the S-EBT Team using the 

process outlined in “Referral to S-EBT Team”.  

 

4. Did the agency receive a completed Request for Replacement FoodShare Benefits form (F-

00330) within 10 days of the loss or within 10 days of the date of the verbal/written report of the 

loss? 

a. If yes, go to step 5. 

b. If no, stop.  

i. If it is still within 10 days of the report of the loss, workers must advise the 

member to complete form F-00330 and turn it into the agency by the 10th day.  

 

ii. If it is over 10 days since the report of the loss, the household is not eligible for 

replacement FoodShare. Workers must send a Notice of Denial (F-16001) to 

explain the reason for the denial. 

 

1. Workers must check if the household received Summer EBT between 

June 22 of the current year and the date of the loss. “Checking for 

Summer EBT Issuance”. 

2. If household received Summer EBT between June 22 of the current year 

and the date of the loss, workers must refer the case to the S-EBT Team 

using the process outlined in “Referral to S-EBT Team”.  

 

5. Has the misfortune/natural disaster been verified? 

a. If yes, go to step 6. 

b. If no, workers must attempt to verify. Workers can verify the misfortune or natural disaster 

through a collateral contact, documentation from a community agency (including, but not 

limited to, the fire department, utility company, or the Red Cross), or a home visit. Once 

verification is received, go to step 6. 

i. If the worker cannot obtain verification of the misfortune or natural disaster, go 

to step 6 unless the request is believed to be fraudulent. 

ii. If the worker believes the request to be fraudulent, stop. The worker must deny 

the request for replacement FoodShare benefits and send a Notice of Denial 

(F-16001) to the household. 

1. Workers must check if the household received Summer EBT between 

June 22 of the current year and the date of the loss. “Checking for 

Summer EBT Issuance”. 

2. If household received Summer EBT between June 22 of the current year 

and the date of the loss, workers must refer the case to the S-EBT Team 

using the process outlined in “Referral to S-EBT Team”.  

Note:  When a “State of Emergency” due to weather or natural disaster has been declared by a 
government official for an area (county/zip code/city), verification of the misfortune is not required as 
long as the loss claimed was specifically due to the state of emergency event. 
 
 

6. Determine the amount of FoodShare to replace. The benefit replacement amount is the lesser of 

the claimed loss, or the full FoodShare allotment that was most recently issued prior to the loss.  

The full allotment issued to the food unit includes any restored or supplement benefits. Use the 
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Benefit Issuance History page to determine if the food unit was receiving benefits prior to or at the 

time of the misfortune and the maximum amount that can be replaced. 

 

Example 1 
Steve and his child received a monthly FoodShare benefit of $265 on July 14. 
Due to a change in circumstances, Steve’s August benefit amount – set to be 
issued on August 14 – is increasing to $355. On August 3, Steve calls and 
reports that his electricity was shut off on July 28. He was able to pay his bill and 
the power was turned back on August 2. The power outage caused all of his cold 
and frozen foods to spoil. Steve claims to have lost $600 worth of food. Steve is 
eligible for a FoodShare replacement up to his full July allotment of $265.  

Example 2 
Steve and his child received a monthly FoodShare benefit of $265 on July 14. 
Before receiving his August FoodShare allotment, on August 3, Steve calls and 
reports that his electricity was shut off on July 28. He was able to pay his bill and 
the power was turned back on August 2. The power outage caused some of his 
cold and frozen foods to spoil. Steve claims to have lost $150 worth of food. 
Steve is eligible for a FoodShare replacement of $150, the total amount of his 
claimed loss. 

 

 

Once the replacement FoodShare amount is determined, go to step 7. 

 

7. Submit a FoodShare Replacement Benefit Request. To submit a FoodShare Replacement 

Benefit request, workers must follow the process outlined in Process Help 31.2.5 Issuing 

Supplements Process, in the subsection “Submitting a FoodShare Supplemental or Replacement 

Benefit Request”. 

After the Replacement FoodShare request is submitted, go step 8. 

 

8. Did the household claim a loss amount that exceeds the allowable regular FoodShare 

replacement amount? 

a. If yes, workers must check the case for a Summer EBT issuance. 

i. “Checking for Summer EBT Issuance” 

1. If the household received a Summer EBT issuance between June 22 of 

the current year and the date of the loss, refer the case to the S-EBT 

Team. 

a. “Referral to S-EBT Team” 

b. When the referral to the S-EBT Team is completed, go to step 9. 

2. If the household did not receive a Summer EBT issuance between June 

22 of the current year and the date of the loss, go to step 9. 

b. If no, go to step 9. 

 

9. The worker must document in the case comments the request for and issuance of replacement 

FoodShare benefits. Documentation must include: 

a. The date of the verbal or written request, 

b. The date the completed form F-00330 was received,  

c. The reason for the request and the amount requested, 

d. Details of the loss verification (i.e. type, source and date of verification, or was the 

verification requirement waived due to State of Emergency declaration),  

https://prd.cares.wisconsin.gov/help/ph/process_help/d31/31.1.htm#:~:text=Submitting%20a%20FoodShare%20Supplemental%20or%20Replacement%20Benefit%20Request
https://prd.cares.wisconsin.gov/help/ph/process_help/d31/31.1.htm#:~:text=Submitting%20a%20FoodShare%20Supplemental%20or%20Replacement%20Benefit%20Request


 

e. Whether the replacement request was approved or denied, 

i. If approved, include the amount of replacement FoodShare approved. 

ii. If denied, include the reason for the denial.  

f. If the case was referred to the S-EBT Team for further review. 

 

 Checking for Summer EBT Issuance 

 

 

1. Using CWW 

a. Check for a system entered case comment regarding a Summer EBT issuance from June 

22 of the current calendar year through the date of the claimed food loss. 

i. Summer EBT benefits for the summer months of <year> approved for eligible 

children 

. 

OR 

 

b. Check Correspondence History for correspondence regarding a Summer EBT issuance 

from June 22 of the current year through the date of the claimed food loss. 

 

2. Using ebtEdge 

a. Check ebtEdge for an “EBTS” issuance from June 22 of the current year through the date 

of the claimed food loss.  



 

 

Referral to S-EBT Team 
 

If a household reports a food loss due to a household misfortune or natural disaster, IM and Tribal 

agencies must ONLY refer cases to the S-EBT Team if they can see that: 

A. The household received a Summer EBT (EBTS) issuance between June 22 of the current year 

and the date of the claimed food loss, or  

B. The member indicated on a Request for Replacement FoodShare Benefits form (F-00330) that 

they received Summer EBT benefits, 

And  

The household was: 

1. Determined eligible for replacement FoodShare and the reported loss exceeded the 

allowable amount of FoodShare that could be replaced, or 

2. Determined ineligible for replacement FoodShare. 

Example 1 Steve and his child received a monthly FoodShare benefit of $265 on July 14. Due to a 
change in circumstances, Steve’s August benefit amount – set to be issued on August 14 
- is increasing to $355. On August 3, Steve calls and reports that his electricity was shut 
off on July 28. He was able to pay his bill and the power was turned back on August 2. 
The power outage caused all his cold and frozen foods to spoil. Steve claims to have lost 
$600. Steve is eligible for a FoodShare replacement up to his full July allotment of $265. 
 
Because Steve reported a loss of $600 but was only eligible for $265 in replacement 
FoodShare, the worker checks to see if Summer EBT benefits were issued on the case 
between June 22 and July 28 (the date of the loss). They look in ebtEdge and see that 
the household was issued EBTS on June 22. The worker completes a referral to the S-
EBT Team for further review. 
 

Example 2 Mary and her child received a monthly FoodShare benefit of $300 on August 10. On 
August 22, Mary calls and reports that her electricity was out for more than 6 hours on 
August 21 due to a storm. The power came back on August 22. The power outage 
caused much of her cold and frozen foods to spoil. Mary claims to have lost $200 of food 
purchased with her EBT card. Because Mary’s claimed loss ($200) is less than her full 
monthly FoodShare allotment ($300), Mary is eligible for $200 in replacement 
FoodShare.  
 



 

Since Mary’s reported loss was less than her most recent FoodShare allotment, the 
worker does not need to complete a referral to the S-EBT Team. 
 

Example 3 Tom and his children received a monthly FoodShare benefit of $425 on June 5. Due to a 
change in circumstances on June 10, FoodShare benefits for the household closed as of 
June 30. Tom calls the agency on August 23 to report that a flood caused his home to 
lose power on August 21 and the power did not come back on until August 23. He reports 
he lost $500 worth of food due to the outage. Since the household did not receive 
FoodShare benefits in August or July (the month of the loss and the month prior), the 
agency must deny the request for replacement FoodShare benefits.  
 
The worker checks to see if the household received a Summer EBT issuance and finds 
that there was a Summer EBT issuance to the case on June 22. The worker completes a 
referral to the S-EBT Team for further review.  
 

Example 4 Bill received a monthly FoodShare benefit of $291 on July 3. On August 1, Bill calls and 
reports that his refrigerator broke while he was out of town sometime between July 27 
and July 30, which caused all his cold and frozen food to spoil. Bill claims to have lost 
$600 of food purchased with his EBT card. Bill is eligible for a FoodShare replacement up 
to his full July allotment of $291. 
 
Because Bill reported a loss of $600 but was only eligible for $291 in replacement 
FoodShare, the worker checks to see if Summer EBT benefits were issued to the case 
between June 22 and July 27 (the date of the loss).  The worker finds no Summer EBT 
issuance for the case. No referral to the S-EBT Team is needed.  
 

 

To complete a referral to the S-EBT Team, workers must: 

1. Log into SharePoint and access the Summer EBT Replacement Request spreadsheet, 

2. Choose the tab for the appropriate county number, 

3. Complete columns A-J with the required information: 

a. Case number 

b. Date of the loss 

c. Date the loss was reported. 

d. Does the S-EBT Team need to verify the loss? 

i. ‘No’, if the IM agency already verified the loss, the loss could not be verified but 

is not believed to be fraudulent, or verification is not required due to a relevant 

State of Emergency declaration. 

ii. ‘Yes’, if the IM agency did not verify the loss (i.e. the household was denied 

replacement FoodShare because they did not receive FoodShare in the month of 

the loss or the month prior)  

e. Date that the completed form F-00330 was received by the agency. 

f. The total claimed value of food lost. 

g. The amount of replacement FoodShare benefits the IM agency issued to the household. 

i. Enter $0 if replacement FoodShare was denied. 

h. The date the replacement FoodShare benefits were issued. 

i. Enter n/a if replacement FoodShare was denied. 

i. The worker ID for the worker who updated the spreadsheet. 

j. If the replacement FoodShare request was denied, enter the reason (timeliness, 

suspected fraud, etc.). If the request was not denied, leave blank. 

 

https://share.health.wisconsin.gov/ext/cares/reports/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fext%2Fcares%2Freports%2FShared%20Documents%2FIM%20and%20Summer%20EBT%20Replacement%20Requests&FolderCTID=0x012000CA11EF0A13D54E49A112FEDBAF2F979D&View=%7BED7BCD5E%2DF295%2D45AD%2D8BA5%2DC770F46C2A45%7D


 

 
 

4. When all cases that need to be referred to the S-EBT Team are entered on the spreadsheet, save 

the updates.  

5. Email the S-EBT Team at dhssebtsupport@wi.gov to advise them that new information has 

been added to the spreadsheet. Workers must use “Replacement S-EBT review needed” as the 

subject line and DO NOT include any case numbers or PHI/PII in the email sent. The body of the 

email should include only the consortium name and county number. 

Example: 

 

 

 

Referral to IM/Tribal Agency 
 

In situations where a household reports a loss of FoodShare benefits or of FoodShare benefits and 

Summer EBT benefits directly to the S-EBT Team, the S-EBT Team will communicate it to agencies using 

the following process: 

1. Enter the information on the FoodShare Replacement Request spreadsheet in SharePoint under 

the appropriate tab for the county of the case. 

2. Email the CARES Coordinator of the county for the case. 

3. If the Request for Replacement FoodShare Benefits form (F-00330) was submitted to the S-EBT 

Team, it will be scanned to the case. 

mailto:dhssebtsupport@wi.gov
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